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In a world increasingly driven by ideas, innovations, and unique 
brand identities, the importance of protecting your intellectual 
assets cannot be overstated. As you make strides in tech-nological 
advancements, artistic creations, or brand building, safeguarding 
your Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) becomes crucial not only 
for your peace of mind but also for the commercial success and 
sustainability of your innovations and/or inventions.

You are not alone on this journey. This guide is designed to be 
your go-to resource in understanding, evaluating, and protecting 
your Intellectual Property (IP) assets in Kenya’s dynamic and often 
complex regulatory environment. Whether you are an individual 
with a groundbreaking idea, a startup poised for market disruption, 
or an established company looking to secure your innovations, this 
guide is crafted with you in mind. It provides an in-depth, yet easily 
navigable roadmap for your IPR protection journey in Kenya.

WELCOME
Hello Innovators!
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Understanding intellectual property rights might seem difficult, but it does 
not have to be. Both the Innovator Guide and IPR Roadmap are here to make 
things easier. They feature:

01. Basic principles and types of IP, helping you get your footing right.

02. Comprehensive information on registering and enforcing your IP   
 rights in Kenya.

03. Real-world examples and insights on making your IP work for you.

04. Commercialization and Monetization guide to transforming your IP   
 into revenue streams.

05. Legal Remedies to protect yourself against infringement and the   
 steps to take if it happens.

06. Information on expanding your IP protection internationally.

07.  A curated list of  resources to support your IP journey.

08. An interactive IPR Protection Roadmap for your specific IP needs  
 with a series of targeted questions and tools to help you assess your  
 unique IP assets.

BRIEF 
OVERVIEW

With this guide, you will not only learn the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of IPR, but also the 
‘how’—giving you a holistic toolkit for your IPR protection journey in Kenya.
We invite you to actively engage with the Innovator Guide, utilize the accompanying 
IPR Roadmap, and take decisive steps today to safeguard your 
intellectual assets.



UNDERSTANDING 
INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS
IN KENYA
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IPR can be owned by individuals, 
businesses, or other entities. The owner of 
an intellectual property right has the legal 
authority to control how the IP is used and 
who can use it. Ownership of IPR typically 
arises in the following ways:

WHAT IS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY?

WHO CAN OWN 
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY IN
KENYA?

Intellectual Property comprises intangible products of human intellect, 
such as inventions, literary works, designs, symbols, and trade secrets, 
safeguarded through patents, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secret 
laws, encouraging innovation and supporting economic development. 

In Kenya, IP is regulated by laws like the Copyright Act (2001), Trademarks 
Act Cap 506, Intellectual Property Act (2001), and international treaties, 
crucial for protecting creativity and fostering innovation.
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Individual Inventors/Creators:  
When an individual invents something (such as 
a new product or a piece of music) or creates 
original content (like a book or artwork), they 
automatically own the copyright or patent to 
their work.

01

02

04

03

05

Employers: 

In many cases, If an employee creates an 
invention or produces creative work within 
the scope of their employment, the employer 
owns the rights to that intellectual property. 

Companies and Corporations:  
Businesses often own patents, trademarks, 
and trade secrets related to their products 
and services. These rights are valuable 
assets that contribute to a company’s brand 
and market position. 

Joint Venture/Collaborative Efforts: 

Intellectual property rights can also be 
jointly owned when multiple individuals 
or entities collaborate on a project. 
Ownership shares are typically defined in 
legal agreements. 

Purchased or Acquired Rights: Individuals 
or companies can acquire intellectual 
property rights through purchase, 
licensing agreements, or mergers and 
acquisitions.
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1. Patents: Patents grant inventors exclusive rights to their inventions, preventing 

others from making, using, or selling the invention for a limited period, usually 

20 years from the filing date. 

2. Copyrights: Copyrights protect original literary, artistic, and musical works, 

giving creators the right to control the use and distribution of their creations. 

Copyrights last for the author’s lifetime plus 50 years 

3. Trademarks: Trademarks safeguard symbols, names, and slogans used 

to identify goods or services, ensuring consumers can distinguish between 

different products in the market.   Protection duration is usually 10 years and 

the Trademark protection can be indefinite as long as the mark is used and 

renewed. 

4. Trade Secrets: Trade secrets are confidential business information, such 

as proprietary methods, customer lists, or manufacturing processes, which 

provide a competitive advantage. Trade secrets have no fixed duration and last 

as long as the information remains secret. 

5. Industrial Designs: Industrial designs protect the ornamental or aesthetic 

aspects of a product, influencing its visual appeal. Industrial design rights 

usually last for 5 to 15 years, depending on the period of extension. 

SUMMARY OF THE TYPES OF 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Intellectual property encompasses various forms of creative 
and innovative endeavors, each protected by different types 
of rights:
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6. Utility Models: Utility models are similar to patents but cover minor and 

incremental innovations. They provide exclusive rights for a shorter period, usually 

10 years, and are sometimes referred to as “lesser patents.” 

7. Plant Breeder’s Rights: Plant breeder’s rights protect new plant varieties, giving 

breeders exclusive control over the sale and reproduction of these plants. The 

duration  is usually 20  years of protection from the date of registration. 

8. Geographical Indications: Geographical indications identify products as 

originating from a specific geographical area, where the quality, reputation, or 

characteristics of the product are essentially attributable to that location. This 

protection ensures consumers receive authentic and high-quality products 

associated with a particular region.

SymbolsOrigin

MusicProduct
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02
TYPES OF 
INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY IN KENYA
The Kenyan IP framework broadly classifies 
intellectual property into the following categories:
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PATENTS
What Are Patents and Their Purpose?

How does my invention qualify for grant of a Patent? 

What Inventions are eligible for Patents?

Patents provide inventors with exclusive rights to their inventions, preventing others 
from making, using, or selling the invention without the permission of the patent 
owner. This exclusivity serves as a powerful incentive, encouraging inventors and 
innovators to invest in research and development. Patents play a crucial role in 
fostering innovation by ensuring that inventors have a period of exclusive use and 
the opportunity to commercialize their inventions.

In Kenya, patents are governed by the Industrial Property Act (IPA) 2001 and 
an inventor must apply for grant of a patent through the Kenya Industrial 
Property Institute (KIPI). To qualify for a patent in Kenya, an invention must meet 
specific criteria, including novelty, inventive step, and industrial applicability.  
Full disclosure of the invention’s details is essential during the patent application 
process. The inventive step requirement ensures the uniqueness of the patented 
invention, setting it apart from existing solutions in the market.

Technology:      Software, AI, computer processes.

Healthcare:         Medicines, medical devices, treatments.

Biotech:             Genetic engineering, gene therapies.

Mechanics:         Machinery, tools, manufacturing processes.

Electronics:      Circuits, communication tech, designs.

Chemicals:        New compounds, formulations, synthesis.

Designs:            Aesthetic designs for cars, appliances, etc.

Green Tech:         Renewable energy systems, eco-materials.

Automotive:      Vehicle designs, autonomous systems.

Aerospace:        Aircraft designs, propulsion tech.

Consumer:          Household items, wearables, packaging.

Mechatronics:    Robotics, automation technologies.
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Detailed Disclosure:

Examination and Publication:

Grant:

Inventors are required to provide comprehensive and clear details about their 
invention in the patent application. Clarity and comprehensiveness in the 
disclosure are crucial to ensure a thorough understanding of the invention’s 
unique aspects.

During the opposition period, the public can raise concerns if they believe the 
invention lacks novelty or inventive step. KIPI carefully evaluates any opposition 
before granting a patent. The official patent certificate signifies the successful 
granting of exclusive rights to the inventor.

Authority:     Governed by the Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI).

Duration:      Patents provide exclusive rights to an invention for up to 20 years               
          in Kenya subject to payment of annual fees.

Importance: Patents are crucial for safeguarding technological advancements               
          and scientific innovations, offering inventors a period of exclusive      
                     use and the opportunity to commercialize their inventions.

KIPI conducts formal and substantive examinations of patent applications. The 
formal examination checks the application’s administrative aspects, while the 
substantive examination assesses the invention’s novelty and inventive step. 
After successful examination, the invention is published for public inspection, 
marking a crucial step in the process.

WHAT IS THE PATENT APPLICATION 
PROCESS IN KENYA?

SUMMARY:
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Patent Details:

Patent Number:          KE 55

Filed on:                        19/11/1996

Owner:                          Anna Chepkonga (Founder of Cockrid Kenya Ltd)

Title of Invention:         Insecticidal Bait Composition

Granted on:                  22/04/1998

Abstract: This patented invention, effective against cockroaches and 

various pests, comprises a specific blend of boric acid and other insecticide 

formulations. Anna Chepkonga, the patent holder who later founded 

Cockrid Kenya Ltd, developed this innovative insecticidal composition, 

enhancing pest control methods.

EXAMPLE:

INSECTICIDAL BAIT 
COMPOSITION PATENT
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COPYRIGHTS
What Are Copyrights and Their Purpose?

How Does My Work Qualify for Copyright Protection?

What Works Are Eligible for Copyright Protection?

Governed through the Copyright Act, 2001 and regulated by Kenya Copyright Board 
(KECOBO); Copyrights protects original literary, artistic, and musical works, granting 
creators control over the use and distribution of their creations. This protection 
fosters a vibrant cultural and artistic landscape, ensuring that creators can benefit 
from their creative expressions.

To qualify for copyright protection in Kenya, a work must be original and fixed in a 
tangible form. This includes literary works, artistic creations, musical compositions, 
and software. Unlike patents, copyrights protect the expression of ideas rather than 
ideas themselves.

Literary Works:           Books, articles, manuscripts, computer programs.

Artistic Works:             Paintings, drawings, sculptures, photographs.

Musical Works:           Songs, compositions, musical arrangements.

Performances:            Live performances, recordings of performances.

Broadcasts:                  Radio and television broadcasts.

Audio-Visual Works: Films, videos, animations, multimedia presentations.

Architectural Works:  Architectural designs and drawings.

Derivative Works:       Adaptations, translations, compilations.

Sound Recordings:     Recordings of music, sounds, or spoken words.
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WHAT IS THE COPYRIGHT REGISTRATION 
PROCESS IN KENYA?
Registration Process:

Does an author need to conduct further applications for 
International Protection?

What obligations do authors have and how can they 
enforce their copyright?

1. Copyright protection is automatic upon creation, but enhanced legal 
protection is available through registration with KECOBO.

2. To register, submit work copies, complete the registration form, and 
pay the fee. The processing duration is typically a few months.

3. Upon successful registration, KECOBO issues a Certificate confirming 
copyright protection. Copyright lasts for the Author’s lifetime plus 50 
years.

No they do not. Kenya is a member of the Berne Convention, providing 
international recognition and protection of copyrights across member 
countries.

Authors should monitor work usage and address unauthorized usage. 
There is no need for renewal; copyright protection remains in force.
Authors have the option to license their works for specific uses and can 
take legal action against infringements to protect their creative rights. 
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What do Moral Rights in Copyright Protection entail for 
me as the author?

1. Recognition of Authorship: Creators have the right to be acknowledged 
as the authors of their works, respecting their creative efforts.

2. Preservation of Integrity: Authors can object to any distortion, mutilation, 
or modification of their work that might harm their reputation, ensuring 
the original artistic intent is preserved.

3. Impact on Creativity: Moral rights promote creativity by providing 
assurance to artists that their vision will be safeguarded, encouraging 
innovation and authentic expression.

SUMMARY:
Authority:     Administered by the Kenya Copyright Board (KECOBO).

Duration:      Copyright protection lasts for the lifetime of the author plus 50 years in Kenya.

Importance: Copyrights ensure creators maintain control over their creative expressions,  

          fostering a vibrant cultural and artistic landscape.

CASE STUDY:

COPYRIGHT 
INFRINGEMENT - 
SAUTI SOL’S 
EXTRAVAGANZA
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In May 2022, Sauti Sol accused the Azimio coalition of copyright infringement for 
using their song “Extravaganza” without permission. The band claimed that Azimio 
used the song during an event without authorization, violating Kenya’s Copyright 
Act, Section 35 CAP 170. Sauti Sol threatened legal action and pointed out that 
a synchronized license was required for legal use, not just the audio license for 
which Azimio had paid. 

The Kenya Copyright Board supported Sauti Sol’s claims, stating that unauthorized 
use of the sound recording for synchronization constituted infringement, and the 
matter could be resolved through civil means, either with or without compensation.

TRADEMARKS
What Are Trademarks and Their Purpose?

How Does My Brand Qualify for Trademark Protection?

Trademarks safeguard brand identifiers, such as logos, names, and slogans, 
ensuring that consumers can identify, and trust products or services associated 
with a specific brand. This recognition fosters consumer loyalty and trust in the 
market, enhancing a company’s reputation and value.

Trademark registration in Kenya is regulated under the Trademark Act (Cap 506) 
and safeguarded by applying through KIPI.

To qualify for trademark protection in Kenya, a brand identifier must be distinctive, 
not generic, or descriptive. It should not infringe on existing trademarks and must 
be used in commerce to qualify for protection.

What Brand Identifiers Are Eligible for Trademark 
Protection?

Logos:      Unique graphic designs representing the brand.

Names:    Distinctive brand names or product names.

Slogans:   Catchphrases or memorable statements associated with the brand.

Colors:     Distinctive colors used in branding.

Shapes:    Unique shapes of products or packaging.
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What Is the Trademark Registration Process in Kenya?

Examination and Publication:

Opposition Period and Registration:

What Is the Duration of Trademark Protection in Kenya?

1. KIPI examines the application for distinctiveness and potential conflicts with 
existing trademarks.

2. If no conflicts are found, the trademark is published in the Industrial Property 
Journal for public inspection.

1. The public can oppose the trademark application within a specific period (usually 

60 days) after publication.

2. If no valid oppositions are raised, KIPI Registers the trademark, granting 

exclusive rights to the owner.

1. Conduct a comprehensive trademark search to ensure the uniqueness of 
the brand identifier. 

2. File a trademark application with the Kenya Industrial Property Institute 

(KIPI) by submitting details and specimens of the brand identifier.

Trademarks in Kenya are initially registered for 10 years and can be 
renewed indefinitely.

SUMMARY:
Authority:     Governed by the Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI). 

Duration:      Trademarks in Kenya are initially registered for 10 years and can be renewed  
          indefinitely.

Importance: Trademarks safeguard brand identity, ensuring consumer trust and loyalty, and     
                       providing legal recourse against imitation or unauthorized use.
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Trademark 
Category

Description Example (Kenyan)

Word Marks

Slogans

Logos

Abbreviations/
Initialisms

Emblem 
Marks

Motion Marks

Combination 
Marks

Three-Dimensional 
Marks

Trademarks consisting 
of words or letters e.g. 
Safaricom; ARIMI’S

Catchphrases or mottos 
associated with a brand 
e.g. “Just do it” by Nike 
and; ”the Pride of Africa” 
by Kenya Airways

Graphic representations 
or symbols without words

Shortened forms or 
acronyms representing 
a brand

Trademarks featuring 
emblems or crests

Trademarks representing 
motion or movement. E.g. 
MGM Intro animation.

Trademarks that 
include a combination 
of words and symbols

Trademarks 
representing the shape 
or packaging of goods
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TRADE SECRETS
What Are Trade Secrets and Their Purpose?
Trade secrets encompass confidential business information, such as proprietary 
methods, customer lists, and other practices, which provide a competitive advantage. 
Unlike patents or trademarks, trade secrets are not publicly disclosed and rely on 
secrecy for their effectiveness. Protecting trade secrets fosters innovation and 
maintains a competitive edge in the market. 

How Does My Business Protect Its Trade Secrets?
To safeguard trade secrets in Kenya, businesses can implement internal measures, 
secure documentation, and establish legal safeguards.

Internal Measures

1. Implement strict protocols limiting access to trade secrets within the 
organization.

2. Utilize legally binding Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) with employees, 
contractors, and partners.

Secure Documentation and Storage
1. Store physical documents and prototypes in restricted-access areas.
2. Utilize encrypted servers and password protection for digital files.

Intellectual Property Audit
Conduct a thorough audit to identify, document, and protect trade secrets 
effectively within your organization.

Restricted Access and Training
1. Limit access to essential personnel only.
2. Educate staff about the importance of trade secrets and consequences of 

unauthorized disclosure.

Supplier and Partner Agreements
Include confidentiality clauses in contracts to ensure the protection and non-
disclosure of shared trade secrets.
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Non-Compete and Non-Solicitation Agreements
Implement agreements preventing former employees or partners from using trade 
secrets for competition or client solicitation.

Legal Recourse
1. Pursue legal avenues against breaches.
2. Seek monetary damages and court injunctions to prevent further disclosure or 

use of trade secrets.

What is the duration of Trade Secrets Protection?
Trade secrets have no expiry, offering perpetual protection as long as 

confidentiality is maintained.

SUMMARY:
1. Protection: Trade secrets safeguard confidential business information, providing a 

competitive edge.

2. Duration: Trade secrets offer perpetual protection as long as confidentiality is maintained.

3. Importance: Protecting trade secrets fosters innovation, maintains competitiveness, and 

preserves unique business processes. Businesses should employ a combination of internal 
measures, secure documentation, and legal safeguards to ensure effective protection.

EXAMPLE:  

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH
In 1881, Dr. J. J. Lawrence 
invented Listerine mouthwash, 
guarding its unique formula as a 
closely held trade secret. In 1885, 
the formula was licensed to the 
Lambert Pharmacal Company.  
 

Despite attempts to challenge 
the license agreement, these 
efforts proved unsuccessful.  
 
Presently, Listerine is produced 
and distributed globally by 
Johnson & Johnson, showcasing 
the enduring power of 
safeguarding trade secrets and 
confidential information in the 
competitive market landscape.
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
What Are Industrial Designs and Their Purpose?
Industrial designs pertain to the ornamental or aesthetic aspects of a product, 
influencing its visual appeal. They serve to differentiate products in the market, 
promoting innovation and creativity among designers and manufacturers. While 
Trademarks protect symbols, names, and slogans used to identify goods or 
services,  industrial designs on the other hand pertain specifically to the product’s 
visual features.

What Are Industrial Designs and Their Purpose?
Industrial designs pertain to the ornamental or aesthetic aspects of a product, 
influencing its visual appeal. They serve to differentiate products in the market, 
promoting innovation and creativity among designers and manufacturers. While 
Trademarks protect symbols, names, and slogans used to identify goods or 
services,  industrial designs on the other hand pertain specifically to the product’s 
visual features.

How Does My Design Qualify for Protection?
To gain protection in Kenya, an industrial design must be novel, meaning it has not 
been disclosed to the public before the application date. It should have a unique 
visual appearance, significantly differing from existing designs. Industrial designs 
can encompass a wide array of products, from consumer goods to industrial items, 
as long as their visual aspects are distinct.

What inventions fall under the Industrial Designs category?

1. Mobile Phones: Unique designs including shape, color, and component 
arrangement.

2. Furniture: Distinctive chair backrests, table leg designs, and visually appealing 
furniture.

3. Automobile Exteriors: Car design elements like headlights, grille shapes, and 
body curves.

4. Packaging: Unique bottle, box, and container designs for products.

5. Fashion Accessories: Visual aspects of items like handbags, shoes, and 

eyewear.
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What is the Duration of Protection for an Industrial Design in 
Kenya?
In Kenya, industrial designs are initially protected for a period of five years. This 
protection can be renewed for two additional terms of five years each upon payment 
of renewal fees. Therefore, the maximum duration of protection for an industrial 
design in Kenya is 15 years.

What Is the Industrial Design Registration Process in Kenya?
1. Application Filing:
2. Prepare detailed representations of the design, whether in drawings, 

photographs, or samples.
3. File the application with the Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI).
4. Undergo formal examination to ensure the application’s compliance with 

requirements.
5. Examination and Publication:
6. KIPI assesses the design’s novelty and uniqueness.
7. Upon approval, the design is published in the Industrial Designs Journal for 

public inspection.
8. A six-month period is allowed for potential oppositions.
9. Grant of Industrial Design:
10. If no valid oppositions are raised, KIPI grants protection for the design.
11. The owner receives a Certificate of Registration.
12. Duration and Renewal:
13. Initially, industrial designs are protected for five years.
14. Protection can be extended for two additional terms of five years each upon 

payment of renewal fees.

SUMMARY:
1. Authority: Governed by the Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI)
2. Protection: Industrial designs safeguard the visual aspects of products, encouraging 

innovation and market differentiation.
3. Qualification: Designs must be new, significantly differing from existing designs, and 

not previously disclosed to the public.
4. Registration: The registration process involves application filing, examination, 

publication, and grant of industrial design status.
5. Duration: Initial protection is for five years, extendable for two additional five-year 

terms upon renewal.
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UTILITY MODELS
What Are Utility Models and Their Purpose?
Utility models in Kenya are intellectual property rights that protect new and useful 
inventions, providing inventors with exclusive rights for a specific period. Often 
referred to as “lesser patents,” utility models focus on the functional aspects of 
inventions, encouraging innovation and creativity. They offer inventors a chance to 
protect minor improvements or modifications to existing inventions, differentiating 
themselves from the comprehensive scope of patents.

How Does My Invention Qualify for Protection?
To qualify for protection as a utility model in Kenya, an invention must be new, 
involve an inventive step, and be industrially applicable. This means it must offer 
a new solution to a technical problem, not obvious to someone skilled in the field. 
Utility models are suitable for inventions that might not meet the rigorous criteria of 
patents but still represent valuable innovations.

What Inventions Fall Under the Utility Models Category?
Utility models cover a wide range of inventions, including:

1. Simple Devices: Mechanical tools, household items.

2. Technological Innovations: New electronic gadgets, innovative appliances.

3. Structural Modifications: Enhancements to existing structures or devices.

4. Process Improvements: New methods or processes for manufacturing or 
performing tasks.

What Is the Duration of Protection for a Utility Model in 
Kenya?
In Kenya, utility models are typically protected for 10 years from the filing date. This 
duration provides inventors with exclusive rights to their inventions, allowing them 
to commercialize and benefit from their creations.

What Is the Utility Model Registration Process in Kenya?
1. Idea Assessment: Evaluate the uniqueness and functionality of your invention.
2. Application Filing: Prepare a detailed description and file your application with 

the Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI).
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SUMMARY:
1. Protection: Utility models safeguard functional inventions, serving as a valuable alternative to 

patents, especially for minor improvements or modifications.

2. Differentiator: While patents offer comprehensive protection, utility models provide a more 

focused scope, making them ideal for specific technological enhancements.

3. Qualification: Inventions must be new, involve an inventive step, and be industrially applicable, 

providing inventors with a pathway to protect their innovations.

4. Duration: Utility models in Kenya are protected for 10 years from the filing date, granting 

inventors a decade of exclusive rights to their inventions.

EXAMPLE:
Utility Model Number: 129

Registration Date: January 18, 2017

Title: Portable Burner Device

Owner: DEVELATECH LTD

1. Invented and registered as a Utility 
Model in the 1980s

2. Utility Model has since expired

KENYA CERAMIC JIKO

3. Examination: KIPI conducts a formal examination to ensure compliance with 
requirements.

4. Publication: If no objections are raised during the examination, the utility model 
is published in the Industrial.

5. Grant of Protection: Upon publication, the utility model is protected, and the 
inventor receives a Certificate of Registration.
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GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS
What Are Geographical Indications and Their Purpose?
Geographical indications (GIs) are signs used on products that have a specific 
geographical origin and possess qualities, reputation, or characteristics that are 
essentially attributable to that place of origin. The purpose of GIs is to protect the 
reputation of regional products, promote traditional craftsmanship, and ensure 
consumers are purchasing authentic goods from specific regions renowned for 
their quality and unique attributes.

What Is the Duration of Protection for Geographical 
Indications in Kenya?
In Kenya, Geographical Indications are typically protected indefinitely as long 
as the products maintain their specific qualities, reputation, or characteristics 
associated with the geographical origin. This perpetual protection ensures the 
ongoing authenticity and quality of regional products.

How Does a Product Qualify for Geographical Indication 
Protection?
To qualify for Geographical Indication protection in Kenya, a product must have a 
specific geographical origin and possess qualities, reputation, or characteristics 
that are essentially attributable to that place of origin. The product’s quality, 
reputation, or characteristics must be significantly influenced by the geographical 
environment, including natural and human factors.

What Products Fall Under Geographical Indications?
Geographical Indications cover a diverse range of products, including:

1. Agricultural Products: Fruits, vegetables, cereals, wines, and spirits.
2. Foodstuffs: Cheeses, meat products, bread, pastries, and confectionery.
3. Handicrafts: Carpets, pottery, glassware, and textiles.
4. Natural Products: Minerals, stones, and herbs unique to a region.
5. Industrial Products: Machinery, tools, and other industrial items known for 

their regional craftsmanship.
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SUMMARY

What Is the Geographical Indication Registration Process in 
Kenya?

1. Product Verification: Ensure the product’s unique qualities are essentially 
attributable to its geographical origin.

2. Application Filing: Prepare a detailed description and file your application with 
the Kenya Industrial Property institute (KIPI).

3. Examination: KIPI conducts a formal examination to confirm the product’s 
eligibility for Geographical Indication status.

4. Publication: If no objections are raised during the examination, the 
Geographical Indication is published, signifying its protection.

5. Ongoing Monitoring: Continuous monitoring of the product’s quality and 
adherence to the geographical origin standards is essential to maintain 
protection.

1. Protection: Geographical Indications safeguard products with unique qualities, reputation, or 

characteristics tied to specific geographical regions, ensuring authenticity and quality.

2. Differentiator: Unlike trademarks, which focus on brand identity, GIs emphasize the geographical 

origin and specific attributes of products, promoting regional uniqueness.

3. Qualification: Products must possess unique qualities significantly influenced by the geographical 

environment to qualify for Geographical Indication protection.

4. Duration: Geographical Indications in Kenya are protected indefinitely, maintaining the region’s 

reputation, and preserving the authenticity of local products.

Scotch Whisky GI 
1. GI Name: Scotch Whisky
2. Application Date: 05/01/2009
3. Certification Date: 27/01/2011
4. Applicant: The Scotch Whisky Association, UK
5. Geographical Area: Scotland
6. Goods Class: 33 (Alcoholic beverages)
7. Protection Validity: Up to 04/01/2029 Scotch
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Whisky Production:
Scotch Whisky, produced in Scotland, is meticulously crafted using malted 
barley, water, and yeast. It encompasses several types: Single Malt, Single 
Grain, Blended Malt, and Blended Grain Scotch Whisky. The spirit matures for 
a minimum of three years in oak casks, absorbing Scotland’s unique natural 
and human influences, resulting in its distinctive flavor. Scotch Whisky must 
be distilled below 94.8% alcohol strength, with only water and spirit caramel 
allowed. Its minimum sale strength is 40%.

Protection and Quality Assurance:

The Scotch Whisky Association (SWA) safeguards the authenticity of Scotch 
Whisky. Adhering to rigorous regulations, the SWA ensures production aligns 
with established standards. Scotland’s climate and the expertise of its craftsmen 
play vital roles in shaping the whisky’s quality. The SWA meticulously oversees 
production within Scotland, preserving the spirit’s reputation on a global scale

PLANT BREEDER’S RIGHTS
What Are Plant Breeder’s Rights and Their Purpose?

Plant Breeder’s Rights (PBR) are intellectual property rights granted to plant 

breeders for new plant varieties they develop. The purpose of PBR is to encourage 

plant breeding activities by providing breeders with exclusive rights to control the 

production, sale, and distribution of new plant varieties. This protection stimulates 

innovation in agriculture, leading to the development of improved and diverse plant 

species.
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How Does a Plant Variety Qualify for Plant Breeder’s 
Rights Protection?

What Plant Varieties Fall Under Plant Breeder’s Rights?

What Is the Duration of Protection for Plant Breeder’s 
Rights in Kenya?

Crops:                              Cereals, fruits, vegetables, and grains bred for specific traits.

Ornamental Plants:      Flowers, shrubs, and trees bred for unique appearances.

Trees and Forestry Plants: Varieties suitable for timber production or afforestation.

Horticultural Plants:     Plants grown in gardens or orchards, including new hybrids.

To qualify for Plant Breeder’s Rights protection in Kenya, a plant variety must be new, 
distinct, uniform, and stable. New varieties should not have been sold or otherwise 
disposed of for more than one year within Kenya or for more than four years outside 
Kenya. The variety must also be distinct from existing varieties and maintain its 
characteristics after repeated propagation.

Plant Breeder’s Rights cover various plant species, including:

In Kenya, Plant Breeder’s Rights are protected for 25 years for trees and 
vines and 20 years for all other plant species, starting from the date of 
grant. During this period, the breeder has exclusive rights to produce, sell, 
and distribute the protected plant variety.

What Is the Plant Breeder’s Rights Registration Process 
in Kenya?

1. Variety Examination: The plant variety undergoes field trials and laboratory 

testing to confirm its distinctiveness, uniformity, stability, and novelty.

2. Application Filing: Prepare a detailed description and file your application with 

the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS).

3. Examination: KEPHIS examines the variety’s characteristics and conducts field 

inspections to verify its eligibility.
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SUMMARY:
Regulator:       The regulatory body overseeing Plant Breeder’s Rights in Kenya is the Kenya  

              Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS).

Protection:      Plant Breeder’s Rights safeguard new and distinct plant varieties, encouraging   

               innovation in agriculture and horticulture.

Differentiator: PBR focuses on protecting plant varieties based on their distinctiveness, promoting  

               the development and commercialization of diverse and improved plants.

Qualification:  Varieties must be new, distinct, uniform, and stable to qualify for Plant Breeder’s  

               Rights protection.

Duration:          Plant Breeder’s Rights in Kenya are protected for 25 years for trees and vines and 20  

                               years for other plant species, fostering long-term investment in plant breeding.

OVERLAPPING RIGHTS
Can a single invention be protected under more than one 
intellectual property right (IPR), and how does an innovator 
navigate this scenario?

Yes, a single invention can potentially qualify for protection under multiple 

intellectual property rights simultaneously. For example, a new software 

application could be eligible for copyright protection for its code, patent protection 

for its unique functionalities, and trademark protection for its logo.

4. Grant of Rights: Upon successful examination, Plant Breeder’s Rights are granted, 

providing the breeder with exclusive control over the variety.

5. Duration Monitoring: Breeders are responsible for monitoring the variety’s 

commercialization and reporting any changes to KEPHIS.
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Navigating this situation requires a nuanced understanding of intellectual 

property laws. Innovators often consult with legal experts specializing in 

intellectual property to assess the specific aspects of their creation and 

determine the most appropriate forms of protection.  

 

It’s crucial to evaluate the scope, duration, and requirements of each IPR to make 

informed decisions, ensuring comprehensive protection while avoiding conflicts 

and overlaps. Seeking professional advice helps innovators navigate this complex 

landscape effectively.
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03
IMPORTANCE OF 
IPR PROTECTION 
FOR INNOVATORS
IN KENYA
In Kenya’s competitive business landscape, protecting your IP rights is essential. 

IP rights provide a vital edge, allowing you to distinguish yourself effectively and 

ensuring the longevity of your innovations. 

By understanding and strategically leveraging your IP, you not only protect your 

ideas but also pave the way for business growth and long-term success in Kenya’s 

dynamic market. Effective IP management is fundamental to securing funding, 

forming partnerships, positioning your brand, maximizing revenue, and 

expanding globally.
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Here’s why safeguarding your ideas 
and creations matters: -
Competitive Advantage: IP rights help your business stand out in crowded 

markets, making your innovations more noticeable to customers and 

investors alike.

Attracting Investment: Investors and funding agencies prefer businesses with 

strong IP protections, making it easier to secure funding for your ventures. 

Generating Revenue:  Licensing and franchising opportunities create additional 

income streams, maximizing your return on investment and ensuring financial 

sustainability.

Legal Support: Kenyan laws offer robust mechanisms to enforce IP rights, 

providing legal protection through institutions like the Industrial Property Tribunal 

and the Copyright Tribunal. 

Global Reach:  Extend your IP protection internationally through organizations 

like the African Regional Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO) and the World 

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), opening doors for global expansion.

Encouraging Innovation: Kenya’s evolving IP framework encourages and rewards 

innovators, driving further research and development across various sectors.

Legacy and Business Value: IP assets substantially increase your business’s value 

and can be passed down or sold as a legacy, ensuring a lasting impact.
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04
LEVERAGING  
IP FOR SUCCESS
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) are not just legal formalities; they 

are valuable assets that can significantly impact your innovation’s 

success trajectory. Here’s how to leverage them to your advantage.
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STRATEGIES FOR UTILIZING IP ASSETS
Investor Attraction:

Commercialization:

Collaboration & Partnerships:

Product Enhancement:

Approach:  Present your IP as evidence of innovation and market differentiation 

during investor pitches.

Impact:  A strong IP portfolio enhances your investment appeal and attracts 

potential investors.

Product Development: Transform IP into market-ready products or services.

Licensing: License your IP to other entities for a revenue stream and market 
exposure.

Franchising: Expand your business by granting others the right to use your IP and 

business model.

Impact:  Diversified revenue streams and broadens market presence through 
various commercialization avenues.

Approach: Utilize your IP as leverage in strategic collaborations, Joint Ventures, 

or Public-Private Partnerships.

Impact: Strategic partnerships enhance market reach, facilitate resource sharing, 

and foster innovation.

Approach: Continually enhance your IP portfolio with new features or utilities.

Impact: Enhanced products increase competitiveness and customer appeal, 
driving revenue growth.

Type Includes:
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Brand Building:

Approach: Utilize trademarks and branding-related IP to establish a strong, 

recognizable brand in the market.

Impact: A robust brand builds customer loyalty, trust, and revenue, establishing a 

lasting market presence.

In both examples and strategies, the emphasis is on turning IP assets into functional 

tools for business growth and market differentiation, particularly within the Kenyan 

innovation landscape.

IP COMMERCIALIZATION AND 
MONETIZATION IN KENYA

COMMERCIALIZATION STRATEGIES

Protecting your intellectual property (IP) is just the beginning; the real challenge 

lies in transforming it into a valuable revenue-generating asset. Here, we delve 

into key strategies and real-life examples to guide you through this crucial phase 

of IP monetization in Kenya.

What Does It Mean?
Licensing your IP means allowing others to use your inventions, designs, or 
creative works for a fee. For instance, if you’ve created a unique product or service, 
other businesses can pay you to use it, generating income without you having to 
directly sell your product/service.

1. LICENSING MODEL
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Different Licensing Models:

1. Exclusive Licenses: Grant one entity sole rights to use your creation in a specific 
area or market. For example, a local company could exclusively sell your 
patented product in Kenya.

2. Non-Exclusive Licenses: Permit multiple parties to use your creation 
simultaneously. Various app stores, for instance, can distribute your mobile 
application, expanding its user base.

3. Territorial Licenses: Specify geographic regions where your creation can be 
used. Licensing a farming technique to specific areas promotes localized 
agricultural growth.

Win-Win Partnerships and Market Expansion:
1. Agricultural Innovation: Sharing advanced farming methods with local farmers 

boosts their productivity and sustainability, fostering a mutually beneficial 
relationship.

2. Textile Industry Collaboration: Allowing international fashion brands to use your 
fabric designs earns royalties and promotes Kenyan textile products globally.

3. Media and Music Promotion: Allowing streaming platforms to feature your 
music expands its reach. Musicians benefit financially, and Kenyan music gains 
international recognition.

2. FRANCHISING

What Does It Mean?
Establishing a franchise business in Kenya involves granting others the right to 
operate your business model, including its branding, processes, and IP, in exchange 
for a franchise fee and royalties. Franchising allows you to expand your business 
without bearing all the risks associated with new ventures.
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Key Components of Franchising:

1. Franchisor: The original business owner who grants the franchise rights, 
providing the business model, brand, and support.

2. Franchisee: The individual or entity purchasing the rights to operate the 
franchised business. They benefit from an established brand and proven 
business model.

3. Franchise Agreement: A legal document outlining the terms and conditions of 
the franchise, including fees, territory, and operational guidelines.

Benefits of Franchising:

1. Business Expansion: Franchising enables rapid expansion by leveraging the 
efforts and investments of franchisees.

2. Brand Recognition: Franchisees operate under a recognized brand, reducing 
the time and resources needed to establish trust in the market.

3. Shared Risks: Franchisees invest in and manage their outlets, sharing the risks 
associated with running a business.

4. Local Expertise: Franchisees often have local market knowledge, contributing 
to the adaptation of the business model to specific regional needs.

Java House, a renowned Kenyan 
coffeehouse chain, successfully 
expanded through franchising.  
 
Their franchise model allowed local 
entrepreneurs to operate Java House 
outlets, contributing to the brand’s 
widespread presence in Kenya and 
beyond.

EXAMPLE:

JAVA HOUSE
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EXAMPLE:

SUNLIGHT

Brand Extension in IP Commercialization is a strategic approach that involves 
expanding well-known brands like Panadol or Sunlight by introducing new products 
or services under the same established and trusted brand. This method leverages 
the existing brand’s reputation, allowing businesses to diversify while preserving 
consumer trust and loyalty.

Key Points:
1. Brand extension involves using a well-known brand’s identity to introduce new 

products or services, capitalizing on existing customer trust and loyalty.

2. By expanding the product range while maintaining core brand values, 
companies create new revenue streams, enhancing financial growth.

3. Thorough market research is vital, guiding strategic planning to align new 
offerings with existing brand identity and consumer needs.

4. Maintaining quality assurance is essential to uphold the brand’s reputation, 
ensuring consistency and excellence across all products.

5. Implementing effective marketing and promotional strategies emphasizes the 
brand’s integrity, fostering customer engagement and acceptance.

6. Regular analysis of customer feedback allows for adjustments, ensuring brand 
extensions resonate effectively with the target audience.

Sunlight, a renowned brand for dishwashing 
detergent, successfully extended its product line to 
include laundry detergent. Leveraging its reputation 
for effective cleaning, Sunlight introduced a new 
range of laundry products.  
 
By maintaining the quality and trust associated 
with the Sunlight brand, the extension garnered 
widespread consumer acceptance, leading to 
increased sales and market share.

3. BRAND EXTENSION
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4. MERCHANDISING

Key Aspects of Merchandising in Kenya:

In the realm of IP commercialization in Kenya, merchandising stands out as a 

strategic tool to elevate brand presence and boost revenue streams. This approach 

involves leveraging intellectual property assets, such as trademarks and logos, to 

create a range of branded merchandise. By licensing these assets to manufacturers, 

businesses can expand their product offerings and tap into a wider consumer market.

Brand Visibility: Branded merchandise, including apparel, accessories, and 

collectibles, serves as walking advertisements, enhancing brand visibility across 

various consumer segments.

Revenue Diversification: Through merchandising, businesses create new income 

streams by licensing their IP assets to manufacturers, ensuring a continuous flow 

of revenue beyond core products or services.

Consumer Engagement: Branded merchandise fosters a sense of belonging and 

community among consumers. It transforms them into brand ambassadors, 

creating a loyal customer base.

Quality Assurance: Maintaining high-quality standards for merchandise is vital. 

Consistent quality enhances brand reputation and customer satisfaction.

EXAMPLE:

TUSKER LAGER
IN KENYA
Tusker Lager, a renowned beer 
brand in Kenya, successfully 
implemented merchandising 
strategies. 

By licensing its distinctive logo, 
Tusker Lager introduced a range 
of branded merchandise, including 
glassware and apparel. These items 
became sought-after collectibles, 
creating a strong brand community.  
 
Through merchandising, Tusker 
Lager not only bolstered its brand 
loyalty but also generated additional 
revenue, showcasing the power of 
strategic IP commercialization.
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EXAMPLE:

NOKIA AND 
MICROSOFT 
PARTNERSHIP

5. STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS  
AND JOINT VENTURES 

Key Aspects of Collaborative Ventures:

In Kenya’s vibrant intellectual property rights (IPR) landscape, strategic partnerships 

and joint ventures stand as cornerstones driving innovation and ushering in new 

revenue streams for businesses. Collaborative efforts empower companies to 

combine resources, expertise, and creativity, resulting in the development of 

innovative products and services tailored to ever-changing market demands.

Unlocking New Revenue Streams: Collaborations facilitate exploration of untapped 

markets and revenue sources. By sharing insights and market access, partners 

identify novel opportunities, spurring revenue growth and market expansion.

Pooled Resources and Expertise: In strategic partnerships, companies amalgamate 

their resources, technologies, and talents. This synergy often leads to the creation 

of cutting-edge products and services, unachievable individually.

Leveraging IP for Mutual Growth: Collaborating entities exchange intellectual property 

assets, enhancing the value proposition of the partnership. This mutual growth 

strengthens competitive advantages, fostering innovation and market leadership.

Initiated in 2011, this collaboration aimed to rejuvenate Nokia’s 
smartphone business and establish Windows Phone as a credible 
competitor. Nokia adopted Microsoft’s Windows Phone OS, 
resulting in the innovative Lumia series.  
 
Nokia leveraged Microsoft’s software expertise, combining it with 
their hardware design capabilities, creating diverse and unique 
devices. Although Windows Phone did not dominate the market, the 
partnership bolstered Nokia’s presence and contributed to industry 
diversity and innovation.
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This partnership was pivotal for both companies: 
Nokia gained differentiation in the competitive 
smartphone market, and Microsoft found a 
prominent hardware partner, enhancing the 
Windows Phone ecosystem. Despite Nokia’s 
eventual acquisition by Microsoft in 2014, the 
collaboration’s legacy endures, reflecting the 
power of strategic partnerships in shaping the IPR 
landscape.

6. IPR ASSIGNMENT 

Types of IPR Subject to Assignment:

Methods of Assignment:

In Kenya, the assignment of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) involves the legal 

process of moving ownership from one party to another. This strategic move allows 

businesses to adapt to market demands, foster innovation, and explore new revenue 

streams. Understanding the nuances of IPR transfer is crucial for innovators and 

businesses alike.

IPR that can be assigned in Kenya include patents, trademarks, copyrights, trade 

secrets, and industrial designs. Each type of IP can be assigned to another party, 

granting them exclusive rights and ownership.

Complete Assignment: In a complete assignment, the original owner transfers all 

rights, title, and interest in the IP to the assignee. The assignee becomes the new 

owner of the IP.

Partial Assignment: Here, the IP owner transfers specific rights, such as licensing 

rights for a certain period or within a particular geographical region, while retaining 

other rights.
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Security Assignment: This method involves using IP as collateral for securing a loan. 

If the borrower defaults, the lender gains the rights to the IP.

In 2002, a significant trademark assignment took place involving Unilever Kenya 
Limited (formerly East Africa Industries Limited) and BIDCO Oil Refineries Limited. 
Unilever Kenya Limited transferred several valuable trademarks to BIDCO 
Oil Refineries Limited for Ksh. 110M. This transaction included the following 
trademarks:

1. TM 44669 - COWBOY
2. TM 49084 - COWBOY SPESHELI
3. TM 43407 – VEEBOL
4. TM 1138 - TIGER BRAND
5. TM 49653 - KIMBO 

Additionally, in 2010, BIDCO made another significant trademark assignment, 
transferring 5 trademarks, including the valuable mark COWBOY, to the Global 
Branding & Franchising Company of Mauritius.  
This transfer, which also included goodwill, was made for a consideration of 
US$ 1000. These assignments showcase the strategic decisions made by 
companies to enhance their brand portfolios, both nationally and internationally.

EXAMPLE: 

COMMERCIALIZATION TIPS
Valuation: Understand that the market value of your IP is foundational for effective 

monetization. Employ specialized valuation methods or consult experts to accurately 

determine the worth of your IP assets.

Due Diligence: Before entering any agreements, conduct a thorough background 

check on potential partners or licensees.
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Legal Safeguards: Use well-drafted contracts and agreements to stipulate terms 
clearly. An ambiguous contract can result in exploitation.

Royalty Rates: In licensing deals, negotiate for royalties that reflect the value and 
market potential of your IP.

Exclusivity: Be cautious when offering exclusive rights to your IP. Make sure the 

terms and benefits are clearly in your favor.
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05
IP ENFORCEMENT 
AND LEGAL 
REMEDIES IN KENYA
In Kenya, Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) are not just formalities; 

they are enforceable legal rights that protect your innovation and 

creativity. This section outlines the steps you should take to enforce 

these rights, understand infringement, and seek legal remedies

 in Kenya.
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Infringement occurs when a third party uses your registered IP without permission. 

Types of infringement can vary:

How to Safeguard Your IP Rights to Safeguard Your IP 

rights and Take Legal Action

IP INFRINGEMENT

Vigilance: Regularly monitor the marketplace and databases to ensure no one is 
using your IP without permission.

Cease and Desist: If infringement is discovered, the first step often involves sending 
a Cease-and-Desist letter to the infringing party, demanding that they stop 
unauthorized use.

Legal Action: If the infringing activities continue, the next step usually involves filing 
a lawsuit with the Kenyan Intellectual Property Tribunal or the Kenyan High Court, 
as appropriate.

Enforcement Agencies: In some cases, you may also involve law enforcement 
agencies for criminal infringement of IP, such as the Anti-Counterfeit Authority.

Patent Infringement: Unauthorized production, sale, or use of patented technology.

Trademark Infringement: Unauthorized use of a trademark, often in a way that creates 

confusion among consumers.

Copyright Infringement: Unauthorized copying, distributing, or adapting of copyrighted 

material.

Plant Breeders Rights Infringement: Unauthorized use of registered plant varieties.

SEEKING LEGAL ASSISTANCE IN KENYA

Initial Consultation: Consulting with an IP Advocate, such as those registered with the 
Law Society of Kenya, should be your first step in any enforcement or legal action.

Retaining Counsel: If your case goes to court, retain a lawyer experienced in IP 
litigation to represent you.
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Key Points:

Dispute Focus: EABL contested the misuse of its trade secrets, asserting that insider 

knowledge was used to reproduce their brewing methods, raising concerns of 

intellectual property theft and unfair competition.

Resolution: Specific details of the resolution remain confidential, emphasizing the 

importance of stringent non-disclosure agreements and legal safeguards to protect 

trade secrets when employees transition between companies.

Lessons Learned: The case highlighted the need for robust confidentiality measures 

and employee education on intellectual property rights. Such incidents underscore 

the necessity for businesses to safeguard their trade secrets to maintain fair 

competition in the market.

CASE EXAMPLE: 

EABL VS. CASTLE BREWERY: 
TRADE SECRETS DISPUTE
In the late 1990s, East African Breweries Limited (EABL) clashed with Castle 

Brewery over trade secrets tied to the creation of Citizen Beer. The disagreement 

centered on former EABL employees, now working with Castle Brewery, allegedly 

using confidential information to replicate EABL’s brewing techniques.

Cost and Duration: Litigation in Kenya can be time-consuming and costly. Ensure you 

weigh the financial implications against the potential benefits.

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR): Before taking legal action, consider alternative 
methods such as mediation or arbitration, which are often quicker and less expensive.
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Extending Your IP Protection Beyond Kenya

Regional Protection: In Africa, consider extending your IP protection through regional 

bodies like the African Regional Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO) and 

Organisation Africaine de la Propriété Intellectuelle (OAPI).

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT): For patents, a PCT application allows you to 

seek patent protection in multiple countries through a single application.

Madrid System: For trademarks, the Madrid System offers a cost-effective way 

to register and manage your trademark in multiple countries through a single 

application.

7. EXPANDING INTERNATIONALLY
As your innovation gains traction in Kenya, the logical next step is to explore 

international markets. However, IP rights are territorial in nature, meaning they 

are only enforceable in the jurisdiction where they are registered. This section will 

guide you on how to extend your IP protection internationally and navigate global IP 

frameworks.

Navigating International Treaties and Conventions

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO): Familiarize yourself with WIPO-

administered treaties such as the PCT, Madrid Protocol, and Berne Convention to 

understand how they can be leveraged for international protection.

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS): This WTO agreement 

sets minimum IP standards that member states must adhere to and understanding 

it can provide insights into IP protection in potential target markets.

Bilateral Treaties: Kenya has several bilateral trade agreements that touch on IP. 

Familiarize yourself with these as they may offer specific advantages in certain 

countries.
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Global IP Considerations for Innovators

Due Diligence: Conduct thorough market research and IP landscape analysis in each 

target country to identify potential obstacles and opportunities.

Legal Assistance: Consider engaging IP consultants or law firms with international 

expertise to guide you through the nuances of global IP laws.

Cultural Factors: Understand the cultural factors that might affect the perception 

and value of your IP in foreign markets.

Localization: Depending on the jurisdiction, you may need to adapt your IP to meet 

local regulations or market needs.

Expanding your IP protection to international markets is an intricate but necessary 

process for global success. It’s crucial to understand the treaties, conventions, and 

specific requirements of each jurisdiction you target.
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06
ANNEXURES-SUPPORT 
AND RESOURCES
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IPR PROTECTION ROADMAP
The roadmap is a dynamic tool complementing the Innovator’s Innovator Guide, 

guiding innovators through customized pathways for IPR protection within Kenya’s 
legal framework. It offers detailed explanations and practical resources to enhance 
understanding and decision-making.

Detailed Explanations:
The roadmap breaks down vital aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, focusing 
on identification of IP, step-by-step registration procedures, effective monetization 
strategies, and insights into enforcement and legal remedies. It equips innovators 
with in-depth knowledge, enabling them to make informed decisions about their 
intellectual assets.

Worksheets and Templates:
Practical tools, including worksheets and templates, are provided to help innovators 
document their IP assets, conduct market analyses, and develop monetization and 
enforcement plans. These resources save time and effort, facilitating the creation of 
a well-rounded IP strategy.

 Assessing Your Intellectual Property:
Innovators are guided through a self-assessment process. They list their 
innovations, categorize them according to IP types, evaluate market potential, 
consider infringement risks, and address co-ownership issues. This section prompts 
critical thinking about their intellectual assets.

Access to Support and Resources:
Links to various IPR support organizations and partner sites are provided, offering 
invaluable assistance. Organizations like KIPI, KECOBO, and legal firms such as 
Sisule and Associates LLP are accessible, enhancing innovators’ support network.

In summary, the roadmap offers detailed explanations, practical tools, self-
assessment guidance, and access to support organizations, empowering innovators 
at every step of their intellectual property protection journey.
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WHO WE ARE
The Innovators Innovator Guide is a collaborative project facilitated by a strategic 
partnership between Anza Village, the Kenya National Innovation Agency (KeNIA), 
and the support of the UK Government.  
 
This initiative arose from a shared commitment to empowering innovators with 
comprehensive knowledge about Intellectual Property (IP) ownership, protection, 
and commercialization.  
 
Through the collaborative efforts of these partners, the Innovators Innovator Guide 
aims to provide invaluable guidance and resources to innovators in Kenya and 
beyond.

The UK Government has been actively involved in supporting innovations and the 
journey from research to commercialization in Kenya through various initiatives 
and programs. These efforts are aimed at promoting intellectual property rights 
(IPR) and fostering innovation and entrepreneurship in the country. Some of these 
impactful and notable initiatives include:

1. Research and Innovation Systems for Africa - RISA FUND
2. Research to Commercialization - R2C Acceleration
3. Commercialization and Entrepreneurial Leaders’ Summit - CEIL Summit
4. Get your Rights to intellectual property Rights - GRIP HUB
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Anza Village, located in Nairobi, Kenya, is a dynamic startup ecosystem facilitator 
deeply committed to fostering innovation and fostering business growth. Rooted in 
its distinctive approach, Anza Village aims to become Africa’s premier platform for 
nurturing innovation within startups. It provides entrepreneurs with unprecedented 
access to affordable professional services, expert mentors, potential investors, and key 
industry collaborators. 

Contact Information:

Anza Village has organized numerous IPR masterclasses, Baraza events, and policy 
discussions, actively working to bridge the gap between innovators and regulators. 
Additionally, it advocates for progressive changes in the IPR landscape, not only in 
Kenya but also across Africa. Some of these impactful initiatives include:

1. Get your Rights to Intellectual Property (GRIP) Hub
2. Kenya Innovation Week - IPR Summit
3. Africa IPR Summit

Contact Information:
Website:www.anzavillage.africa
Email:info@anzavillage.africa
Tel: +254769144311; +254715565817 

The Kenya National Innovation Agency (KeNIA) is a State Corporation established 
under the Science, Technology, and Innovation (STI) Act, No. 28 of 2013. The core 
mandate of the Agency is to develop and manage the National Innovation System. 
The Agency is therefore responsible for co-ordination, promotion, and regulation of 
the National Innovation System. 
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Working with partners, KeNIA strengthens interrelationships between actors to 

promote innovation and enterprise development out of research and ideas. From 

supporting the identification, recording and protection of innovative ideas to coordinating 

the establishment and implementation of appropriate policies, standards, processes, 

infrastructure, and partnerships to nurture the innovative ideas. The agency also works 

with partners to ensure appropriate prioritization, relevant capacity development, 

innovation recognition and publication of the same.

IPR INITIATIVES
1. Kenya Innovation Week (KIW)
2. Kenya Network of Entrepreneurial Institutions Leaders (KNEIL)
3. Commercialization and Entrepreneurial Leaders’ Summit - CEIL Summit
4. Research to Commercialization - R2C Acceleration

The Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI) is the government agency in Kenya 

responsible for the administration of intellectual property rights. It oversees the 

registration and protection of patents, trademarks, industrial designs, and utility 

models in the country. KIPI plays a key role in enforcing intellectual property laws and 

regulations in Kenya. It derives its mandate from the Industrial Property Act and the 

Trademarks Act Cap 506 in Kenya.

The functions of the Institute are to:

1. Consider applications for grant and registration of industrial property rights 

(Patents, Industrial Designs, Utility Models and Trademarks;

2. Screen technology transfer agreements and licenses;

3. Provide to the public, industrial property information for technological and economic 

development.

4. Promote inventiveness and innovativeness in Kenya; and

5. 0rganize and conduct training, competitions and awards relating to industrial 

property matters.




